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2024 HIR Test Chapter Update
• Full update on test chapter (11 sections) completed in early 2023!

• Cross-cut topic with many overlaps with the rest of HIR

• Test chapter leadership team met monthly in 2023

• Monthly meetings throughout the year, inviting other HIR chapter 
groups to speak for cross-chapter collaboration

• Multiple new section leaders, 110+ contributors, thank you!

• 2023 revision aimed at focusing on test trends and needs - less on 
providing extensive market context commentaries

• Move more content to online vs HIR PDF file to “slim down” chapter
• 2022: 100 pages → 2023: 55 pages plus online content

• SIP and Module
• Automotive
• Single & Multichip Integration
• Integrated Power Electronics
• Thermal Management
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HIR Test: 
A Few Examples of Key Needs and Trends

• Need: Known Good Die (KGD) design for test for 2.5D/3D enabling high quality 
wafer probe

• Need: Probe technology for testing singulated die

• Need Efficient methods for accessing, curating, managing, and analyzing data from 
on-chip sensors IP, equipment sensors, and test results

• Need: Test methodologies to address silent data corruption

• Trend: Increases in photonic lane counts, frequencies – need to contain test cost

• Trend: Specialty circuit (sensors, MEMS) integration into HI devices, need test 
methods to address them in embedded form

• Need: Test methods for chiplet-based designs with mixed technologies

• Need: High-volume over-the-air (OTA) handler-based testing for mmWave and THz



Test TWG Plans for 2024 and Beyond

• Add 5/10/15 year outlook for all Test chapter sections

• Full updates to Analog/Mixed Signal and Probe sections

• Why is test important, particularly for HI/chiplet devices

• Mobile/Automotive/other application affects test strategy?

• Redundancy in design and safety critical aspects

• DPPM modeling (focus on time zero vs reliability?)

• Trade-offs on test cost vs reliability

• Strategies for testing HI/chiplet-based products

• “Living document” with continuous updates on online content



Strategies for Testing HI/Chiplet-Based Products

• HI devices limit direct access to the individual chiplets but still must be tested 
after assembly

• There will be increased reliance on DFT methodologies and test standards
• IEEE 1149.x, IEEE 1687.1, IEEE P1838 (related to internal test access and control)

• IEEE 1149 has been around since 1985 and is moving towards obsolescence

• BIST to more thoroughly test chiplets in die form – KGD prior to assembly

• Advanced probing methods are making progress for TSVs and die stacks

• Stack repair is technically feasible but cost-prohibitive – redundant die in the 
stack is an option



Summary

• HI devices will be a growing part of the semiconductor marketplace

• Test is metrology for the entire semiconductor value chain

• Data analytics will play a much larger role for a wide range of 
applications – outliers, adaptive test, test time reduction, yield 
enhancement, …

• IEEE HIR Test TWG continues committed to identify and publish the 
test challenges and needs of the future.
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Why is Test Important?  Especially for HI?

• HI devices more cost effective at 
smaller chip area with each new 
technology node

• HI requires known good die test 
(KGD) methods

• HI limits access points for each 
chiplet after assembly
• Must test final product to ensure 

integrity of end product

• Test is the only data source for 
functionality, performance

Figure 2. Chiplet cost scenarios. Chiplets are 

most cost effective for large die with little 

redundancy. In the 7nm node, the crossover point 

for a design with 100% effective area is about 400 

mm2, whereas for 5 nm, the crossover is below 
300 mm2.

L. Gwennap, “Chiplets Gain Rapid Adoption: Why Big Chips are Getting Small”,
The Linley Group, May 2021.

Think of test not as simply pass/fail, but the only metrology source available for packaged products

https://www.linleygroup.com/uploads/alphawave-chiplets-gain-rapid-adoption-wp.pdf


Mobile/Auto/Other Application Affects Test Strategy?

• Short answer: Absolutely!

• Automotive, industrial, space, and some other segments and companies very 
sensitive to time zero quality and reliability
• Safe Launch – Req’s for initial samples, test program qualification, ramp to production

• Functional safety (ISO 26262) – Self-checking, “graceful failure” for safety-critical devices

• Zero defects – Track all returns, containment for each within days/weeks

• Parts per billion expectation for time zero quality

• Temperature testing – cold/hot/room – adds cost and complexity

• Stress testing and/or burn-in at multiple insertions – wafer, package, ...

• Other segments have varying, typically lower levels of test/quality 
requirements

https://forefrontmedicaltechnology.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/wp-44-_-safe_launch_-a-process-for-eliminating-defect-opportunities.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_26262


Redundancy in Design and Safety Critical Aspects

• Primary use of redundancy is for yield improvement
• Embedded SRAMs have had redundant rows/columns for many years

• Memory Built-in Self Test (MBIST) engines capture fail data, post-processed for 
repair solution
• Historically, post-processing done off chip, on the ATE

• More challenging in the HI context
• Motivates use of soft repairs that can be recomputed across the lifetime

• Built-in Self Repair

• For products with high-speed serial links (USB, PCIe, UCIe, etc.), similar idea to 
create spare “lanes” that can be swapped in for defective ones
• Emerging capability to use on-die sensors to monitor lane behavior, measure eye diagrams, etc.

• Some safety critical systems build in redundancy for fail safe operation, but 
limited use compared to yield redundancy in my experience

https://www.proteantecs.com/resources/guc-glink-tm-test-chip-uses-in-chip-monitoring-and-deep-data-analytics-for-high-bandwidth-die-to-die-characterization


Trade-offs on Test Cost vs Reliability

• Test for reliability can be expensive
• Test at voltage and temperature extremes

• Burn-in can be a bottleneck process, limiting material shipments

• Techniques to preserve reliability while holding down costs
• Predictive analytics – detect which units are high/low risk for early life failures and alter 

the flows for both
• High risk receive more rigorous testing, low risk can see lower/less testing (e. g., reduced burn-in)

• Some of these methods can be run offline (e. g., post-wafer test) so zero test time impact/cost

• On-die sensors for reliability mechanisms
• Detect excessive and/or asynchronous aging and adjust test recipe to match use conditions

• Attach sensors to on-chip test networks that can be accessed from the field

• Devices detect reliability issues in-field and “phone home” for maintenance/repair
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